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Media Coverage Summary 17-23 June 2017
Press releases
Silver rating awarded to UWE Bristol in new national assessment
Assistive Robots Compete in Bristol 26-30 June 2017
Bristol Robotics Laboratory
UWE Bristol appoints new Director for Bristol Business Engagement
£1m of business funding for new jobs, products and services in the West of England

Coverage
Bristol Post – Bristol scientists develop 3D facial recognition technology that could replace
credit cards and passports
Telegraph – How to charge your phone at Glastonbury and save the battery
Bio-Energy – Pee-Power to provide energy at Glastonbury Festival
Digital Journal – New technology makes electricity from urine
The Business Exchange - £1m funding for West of England SMEs
Gizmodo.com – Study finds tech can generate electricity from urine and kill salmonella
Commarts.com – Eleanor Shakespeare (alumni)

Hybrid News – Hybrid news group announces paid journalism internships
PR Newswire
Alternative Energy – Technology makes electricity from urine and kills pathogens
Bristol 24/7 – UWE leads the way in 3D facial recognition technology
Huffington Post – Pee-Powered urinals can create electricity and kill deadliy pathogens
South West Business – UWE appoints director of new business

Broadcast
BBC 3 interviewed Neha Chaudhry in the Bristol Robotics Laboratory about her walking
stick for Parkinsons suffers.
BBC Points West interviewed Lyndon Smith (BRL) about the 3D facial recognition
technology.
Diane Robinson (FAS) was interviewed by BBC Points West giving expert commentary
about forensic evidence in relations to the 60 year old cold case of ‘Babes in the Wood’.

Monthly published coverage totals for May 2017
Total articles published in May - 368
Total circulation – 76,683,612
Advertising value equivalent (AVE) - £400,674
Source Gorkana

Links
See the news archive
E-mail: pressoffice@uwe.ac.uk
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